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http://framnat.eu/?lang=en

1941-45: Jasenovac (4), Bleiburg (5), Brezovica (6), Jazovka (6), Srb (7), 
1990s: Knin (8) i Vukovar (11)

http://framnat.eu/?lang=en
















https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjarsad6jWsKPi4Z7CdK5Wg

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjarsad6jWsKPi4Z7CdK5Wg


Research: Cognitive functions of the discourse
Discourse in the commemorations (political speeches, 
political ritual and media coverage) is the key component of:

Recreating the affective component of the individual traumatic events. 
Engages emotions of the participants in the commemoration
Uses emotion for reinforcement of conceptual modeling

Creating the conceptual construction of the national identity 
Categorization of the in-/out-group, socio-political entitles based 
on the certain features.
Frames the conceptualization of the collective identity / nation for 
the purpose of motivating appropriate action.

Multimodal instrument of the cognitive entrenchment of 
the cultural memory and cultural models 

Representing and reinforcing typical world view, frames, 

narratives.



Discourse in media: Dissemination of patterns

Recreating the affective component of the individual traumatic events. 
Engages emotions of the participants in the commemoration
Uses emotion for reinforcement of conceptual modeling

Creating the conceptual construction of the national identity 
Categorization of the in-/out-group, socio-political entitles based 
on the certain features.
Frames the conceptualization of the collective identity / nation for 
the purpose of motivating appropriate action.

Multimodal instrument of the cognitive entrenchment of 
the cultural memory and cultural models 

Representing and reinforcing typical world view, frames, 

narratives.



Cognitive Discourse Analysis

Cognitive discourse analysis of the commemorations includes linguistic (and 
multimodal) research on:

• the process of the building the national identity concepts
• activation of the emotional experiences (how does the discourse arouse the 

emotions?)

Levels of analysis:
• Individual political speeches delivered at the commemorations

• Media coverage of the commemoration event, statements from politicians, 
commentators

• Large corpus of text in .hr domain related and nonrelated to the commemoration 
events



The experience of the subject (S1) is inaccessible to 
the experience of the subject (S2)

The linguistic coding of salient components bridges intersubjective gap 
– simulation of experience, construction of the meaning (in others) by 
activation of the cognitive and affective content.

I feel fear

Intersubjective Communication in political speeches -
activation of the commensurable conceptual networks

My body shakes

They bombed Vukovar



Corpus Discourse Analysis – individual political speeches

• Individual political speeches delivered at the commemorations

https://the.sketchengine.co.uk/bonito/run.cgi/corp_info?corpname=user/bperak/framnat

https://the.sketchengine.co.uk/bonito/run.cgi/corp_info?corpname=user/bperak/framnat






https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1rXV9x9-Jdpw84nmcOTEJBHnd-S5nu7-YDYk8zj06sN8/edit#gid=0

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1rXV9x9-Jdpw84nmcOTEJBHnd-S5nu7-YDYk8zj06sN8/edit#gid=0
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Who attended what commemoration ?



Who delivered speech ?
Where?



Who delivered speech 2014 ?
Where?
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https://github.com/clarinsi/reldi-lib-doc

https://github.com/clarinsi/reldi-lib-doc
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Conclusions
• FRAMNAT project produces resources for cognitive discourse 

analysis that can help to explain the cognitive mechanisms of 
conceptualizing traumas in the 20th century and using history 
discourse for creation of collective identity through discourse.

• The value of this ontological model is in fostering interdisciplinary 
approach through contextualization of data and targeted usage of 
digital resources. The contextualization of the data enables the 
holistic insight into dynamics of the cultural memory practices 
and its political implications for the contemporary culture. The 
usage of the digital methods allows for a fine grained quantitative 
analysis that, due to the graph property organization of the 
model continues to be qualitatively expressive, flexible and non-
reductive (syntetic not just analytic).


